
Hello [name]. Nice to meet you.  
I bet you'd like to see what you 

look like.

Pye explains a bit about 
who she is and what her 

name is. She tells the unit 
it should have a name 

and gives it 4 options to 
choose from.

AI: YES

AI: NO

Pye shuts the Iris, fiddles 
with the Machine, and 

then opens the Iris again.
The image is clear.
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Pye is wearing the 
glasses,  looking at 

herself in the mirror. She 
makes a comment. 

Image:
PYE'S POV: Pye looking in to a 

mirror. She's wearing the 
glasses. 

Image: View of 
Pye's 

workshop 

Image :
Workshop 

Background
Pye

TEXT:
Write additional 

dialogue

Image :
Workshop 

Background
Pye

Animation:
Shutter closes.

Then it opens again and 
the image os sharp.

Animation:
Shutter closes.

Then it opens again.
The Iris closes 
and then opens 

again.

TEXT:
Need a design book.

Typography.
Animation for text options 

(if any).

TEXT:
Dialogue about being an 
experimental android / 

robot.
"Weird looking. I know!"

Machine and tools 
sound effects.

Pye: Right. Let's test your 
primary function.
The unit blinks.

Pye is now looking down at her arm.
It has a cuff with a barcode.

Pye's other hand is on a switch or 
button.

She flicks it and suddenly her arm 
looks robot-like.
The unit blinks.

Animation:
Shutter closes.

Then it opens again.
But maybe much quicker 

this time.
[Could open and close 

slowly between scenes, 
and quickly between 

shots.]

PYE'S POV:
Looking down at her arm.

Her other hand is on a switch or 
something.
Animation:

Very simple movement of hand to 
flick switch On cuff.
Image Replacement:

Robot arm replaces human arm, but 
still with barcode.

Animation:
Other hand pulls away.

Pye looks at herself in the 
mirror, in her robot form.

She says something about 
being much safer now from 

being discovered as an 
experimental robot when 

she's out scavenging.
"On which subject. Let's 
test your abilities. See if 
you'll be able to help me 

with that.

Image:
PYE'S POV: Pye looking in to a 

mirror. She's in robot form.

Animation:
Shutter closes.

Pause.
Then it opens again.

The unit closes and then 
opens again.

Mini game: Collect tools 
from the workshop 

This will be a timed 
challege 

Once the tool is selected 
it will be highlighted in a 

Green/Purple Colour

TEXT:
Dialogue

TEXT:
Dialogue

Sound effects

Music?

Emotive, non-
diagetic sound for 

robot.

Background Sounds: 
Banging of tools

Sounds Effects: metalic, 
like a camera adjusting 

The Iris opens.
Background is Pye's Workshop.

Foreground is Pye staring 
straight at Player.

50/50 chance the image is fuzzy.

Can you hear me?
TEXT:

Write additional 
dialogue.

Option:
YES

Option:
No

Pye: Laugh

Can you see me 
clearly?

Image :
Workshop 

Background
Pye

Image:
Diamond shaped Iris

Metal shutters, steampunk.
Closed.

VISUAL EFFECT:
Design fuzzy look.

Animation:
Iris opening:

diamond shaped opening.

Scene 1 with media notes


